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Monday, 16th March 2020  

Grade 4       

Subjects:  English                                                                Teacher: Rubayee Ahmed 

 

Note:  

Dear Student,  

Please read all instructions carefully and answer accordingly. 

Use your school copies only to write the questions/answers just like you do in class.  

Remember to write heading, date, and the corner reference for the written task. 

I shall check your copies when you return to school. Be good and do all your work as 

given for the day.  

With best wishes 

Ms Rubayee 

Subject                                                        
/Lesso
n 

Instruction / Task 

 

English: 
 

- Lesson 
I 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Book:  C4a p76-p79,    ‘Wolf Watcher’. 

  

  
Task 1:  Read 

C4a p76-p79 

 

Task 2: Now 

copy these 

questions in 

your Eng 

CW/HW copy and then answer them.  

Remember to write the heading ‘Wolf Watcher’ and the date. Also the corner 

reference (C4a p76-p79). 

 

Q. 1. What is the purpose of the centre? 
Q.2. what was the most interesting fact you learned about wolves from this article? 
Q.3. How does the pack support the female wolf? 
Q.4. What do the cubs learn while playing? 
Q.5 What do ‘pullout quotes’ and ‘sidebars’ in magazine articles mean?    

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………

Vocabulary  

Use the dictionary to help you understand the word meanings 

of these and any other words:    

constantly      entrance     squeaking    wagging     yearling  

den  rough  nuzzle    snug       deaf        yelps     growls     

howls    barks  venture      groom    tumbling   wrestling      

communicate          
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………………
… 
 

English: 
 

- Lesson 
2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

………………. 

 

Book: The Fledgling 

Task 1:  p36-p37 (continued).   

              Read aloud and underline words/phrases you don’t understand.  
              Underline any simile/metaphor you may find while reading p36- 
              p37. 
 
Task 2:  Now copy these questions in your Eng CW/HW copy and then answer 

them.  

Remember to write the heading ‘The Fledgling’ and the date. Also the corner 

reference (TF p36-p37). 

 

Q.1. a)  What two things were important to Miss Prawn? 

         b) What do you think of these two things? Why? 

Q.2. Look at p36. Find words rhyming with: 

         a) clown -  ______________ 

          b) came - ______________  

          c) endless - _____________ . 

 

 

  

 

Tuesday,   17th March, 2020      

Grade 4       

Subjects:  English & Social Studies                                        Teacher: Rubayee 

Ahmed 

 

Note:  

Dear Student,  

Please read all instructions carefully and answer accordingly. 

Use your school copies only to write the questions/answers just like you do in class.  

Remember to write heading, date, and the corner reference for the written task. 

I shall check your copies when you return to school. Make sure you have completed 

yesterday’s work. 

Be good and do all your work as given for the day. 

With best wishes 

Ms Rubayee 

PS – If you are done then do DLD p1-p2 
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Subject / 
Lesson 

 
Instruction / Task 

 
 

English: 
 

- Lessons 

I & 2 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

English: 
 

- Lesson I 

 
 

 
Book: C4a  p82-p83,   
 
Task : 

      1/  Read the poem.  
            
   
      2/ WRIITNG WITH A PATTERN. 
            

a) Think of a person or animal you could write about. 
b) Think about things your subject does over and over again. 
c) Write a poem of your own (you may take ideas from the ‘Hamster’ poem 

(p82) 
d) Remember – Decide what your subject might say about you in the last 

part of the poem. 
 
 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…. 
 
 
 Book: C4a p83,  ‘Twisted Word Pairs’   
 
Task: 
      Q.1.  Read the ‘Twisted Word Pairs’.  
 
      Q.2. Write in your English copy. 
              Complete these twisted word pairs and add three    
                     more of your own. 

a) Watches and thinks     becomes  _____ and  _______  
b) Studies and plays    becomes     _____ and  ______  
c) _____and _____    becomes  _____ and _______  
d) _____ and ____ becomes   _____  and  ______  
e) _____ and ____ becomes  _____ and _______ . 
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Social 
Studies: 
 

- Lesson I 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Social 
Studies: 
 

- Lessons 

2 

 

 
Book: DCD  ch24  p50-p51,  Travelling by Land & Sea 
 

Task 1:   Read p50-p51 

 
 

Task 2:    
NOTE: 
Dear the students, copy these questions first into your Social Studies copy and then 
answer each question. ( Q1 – Q4) 
You are allowed to see the book but do try to the work by yourself.  
You may use the dictionary to help understand the difficult words.  
 
      Q.1. What were the roads like in the medieval time?  
 
      Q.2. Why were the roads difficult for the travelers to travel:  
               a) in summer? 
               b) in winter?  
 
       Q.3. Where did most travelers stay overnight?  
 
       Q.4. How did the travelers pay the monks? Explain why they  
                  did so.  
 
 

 

Subject: Math 

Date: 16/3/2020 

Teacher: Mr. Adib / Ms. Jannat 

Topic: Drawing Pictograph 

Online videos are always a great help, you can always start the lesson making them watch a 

few videos associated with the topics.  

The links are given below. 

Link:1 (https://youtu.be/qrVvpYt3Vl0) 

Link:2 (https://youtu.be/dSnBOaEW51M)  

 

Then from the book “Math Make Sense” Go to Page number: 178-180, and do all the related 

workouts in your copy.  

 

 

Grade:4 
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Subject: Math 

Date: 17/3/2020 

Teacher: Mr. Adib / Ms. Jannat 

Topic: Drawing Pictograph 

 

As a continuation of previous lesson go to Math makes sense book 4; page: 181 to 183 and 

solve the given problem in your copy. 

Also do the exercise from Math makes sense 4 practice and homework book; page: 82 & 84 in 

your book. 

 

 

Grade:4      

Subject: Science 

Date: 16/3/2020 

Teacher: Mr. Adib / Ms. Jannat 

Topic: Kind Of Forces  

Book: (Force and Movement) 

Read Page Number: 6,7 

Discuss these after each section is read. Ensure that students understand what they are reading. 

They will identify four forces that are described and give examples of these forces. 

Activities: Students will go to PG: 2 and 3 and from the given picture they will make a list of 

pulling force and pushing force in a A4 size paper. They put a G beside the example if it is a 

force of gravity; put an M beside the example if it muscular force is involved; Put a B beside 

the example if it the result of the force of buoyancy, and put an F beside the example if the 

force of friction is involved.  
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১৭ই মার্চ, ২০২০ 

শ্েরণীঃ ৪র্থ

িবষয়ঃ বাংলা

িশেরানামঃ খিলফা হযরত উমর (রা)

কাজঃ

 আমার বাংলা বই; পৃষ্ঠা ৯৮ এর হযরত উমর (রা) িছেলন মানব দরিদ… েথেক গল্েপর েশষ পর্যন্ত 

পাঠ করেব।

 শব্দার্থ িশখেব ও খাতায় িলখেব। 



১৬ই মার্চ, ২০২০

শ্েরণীঃ ৪র্থ

িবষয়ঃ বাংলা

িশেরানামঃ খিলফা হযরত উমর (রা)

কাজঃ

আমার বাংলা বই; পৃষ্ঠা ৯৭ ও ৯৮ এর …এর মহানুভবতা েদেখ পর্যন্ত পাঠ করেব। গুরুত্বপূর্ণ ও জিটল 

শব্েদর গুেলার (২০ িট শব্দ)) তািলকা করেব । বানানগুেলা িশখেব। 


